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ABSTRACT This article proposes a novel fault-tolerant controller for a double-rod electro-hydraulic actuator
whilst the motion control system faces with system disturbances/uncertainties and internal leakage fault.
Firstly, taking the advantage of the coordinate transformation, the nonlinear system is converted to a linear
system to apply the control design tools in linear control theory. Besides, the matched, mismatched distur-
bances, and internal leakage fault are integrated into a new lumped uncertainty based on this transformation.
Inspired by the great capability of time delay estimation technique, the suggested controller is developed
to effectively detect and compensate for the internal leakage fault. To enhance the performance of the
control system, an adaptive integral sliding mode control approach is deployed to effectively suppress
the lump estimated error, and the effects of fault. The perfect combination of input-output feedback
linearization, adaptive integral sliding mode, and time delay estimation is investigated to achieve high-
precision tracking control and strong robustness in the presence of matched, mismatched disturbances, and
faults, simultaneously. Moreover, the global stability of the suggested control algorithm is demonstrated by
the Lyapunov theory. Finally, several tracking performance comparisons of the proposed approach with the
existing controllers to demonstrate the efficiency are exhibited through simulation analyses and experiment
results.

INDEX TERMS Time delay estimation, feedback linearization, fault detection, fault-tolerant control.

I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, electro-hydraulic actuators (EHAs) have been
accustomed increasingly popular in industrial applications
such as aircraft actuators, blade pitch actuators for the
wind turbine, robotics, and vehicle suspension due to their
ability to generate large force output, fast response, and
so on. Nonetheless, the presence of high nonlinearity fea-
tures, disturbances, uncertainties as well as faults pre-
vents the improvement of tracking control performance for
EHAs [1]–[3]. So, the investigation of the advanced control
algorithm to tackle the aforementioned issues has been paid
a lot of attention [4]–[10].

In order to deal with the impact of disturbance/uncertainty,
several effective methods have been investigated. First,
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the disturbance observer methods (e.g., nonlinear distur-
bance observer (DO) [5], [6], extended state observer (ESO)
[7]–[10]) and approximation techniques (e.g., fuzzy neu-
ral network [11], [12], time delay estimation (TDE) [13])
are integrated into control scheme, whilst the distur-
bance/uncertainty is compensated to enrich the control per-
formance. Besides, the instability can be avoided due to
the selection of lower gains of the controller. Second,
an adaptive gain control law is presented that adopts the
parametric uncertainties [14], [15]. However, the influ-
ence of external disturbance cannot completely remove.
The other notable methods are introduced in the previous
research such as an online parameter adaptation mecha-
nism [16], a state estimator-based minimal learning param-
eter (SE-MLP) [17], robust output feedback control [18] etc.
In reality, the disturbances/uncertainties may become faults
that seriously deteriorate the control performance or even
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become unstable [19], [20]. Considering the EHA system,
it is well known that faults happen relating to the sensor
components, hydraulic cylinder, power supply, and so on [2].
Especially, the internal leakage fault considering as actua-
tor fault often occurs that affects the control performance,
reliability as well as safety problems. In [21] and [22],
a leakage fault estimation algorithm is designed by using
ESO/DO under lumped disturbances for the EHA but the
main disadvantage of this approach is the necessary of two
observers and a complex identification algorithm for the
internal leakage fault. Additionally, the feasibility in practice
has not been resolved yet. In [23], a nonlinear representa-
tion learning approach was employed to detect leakage fault.
However, the drawbacks of the uses of learning methods are
the complexity in the training of neural networks as well
as a burden computation. Meanwhile, owing to model-free,
fast response, less complex, and robust properties, the TDE
technique is an efficient solution to handle the system dis-
turbances/uncertainties [24], [25]. Moreover, the application
of TDE to detect and estimate fault for the EHA system has
still been an open problem. Therefore, taking the advantage
of TDE to elaborate the effective fault detection (FDTDE)
is necessary to limit the hazardous malfunction in tracking
control problem.

Since a fault is detected, the construction of the fault-
tolerant control (FTC) scheme should be conducted to alle-
viate the influence of faults. To develop the FTC scheme,
various types of control methods are presented such as
integral sliding mode control (ISMC) [26], adaptive con-
trol [27], intelligent control [28], and so on. Among them,
the ISMC has received considerable attention for many prac-
tical applications because of the impressive benefits for
instance high robustness, reduced steady-state error, pursu-
ing finite-time stability [29]–[31]. Besides, several impor-
tant research results including [32]–[35] have introduced the
outstanding properties of feedback linearization (FBL). This
technique effectively cancels the nonlinearity characteristic
of a nonlinear system and puts mismatched disturbances
in a similar channel with new virtual input. Nevertheless,
the analysis of FTC-based FBL has still been considered.
Furthermore, the hybrid control methods which incorporate
the TDE with FBL, ISMC, have not been investigated to
handle the effect of the lumped disturbances as well as deal
with the failure problems in the previous works.

Motivated by the above analysis, in this article, we present
a TDE combined FBL, adaptive ISMC (AISMC) to cope with
the actuator fault-tolerant tracking control problem of the
EHA. Firstly, a coordinate transformation is used to convert
the original system becoming a linear system to reject the
inherent nonlinear features. Besides, the new lumped uncer-
tainty is formulated including matched, mismatched distur-
bance, and the fault. Next, the FDTDE technique is deployed
to approximate the given lumped uncertainty. The fault is
successfully detected and accommodated when the estimated
new lumped uncertainty is larger than a predefined threshold.
Then, the estimated value via the TDE, and an adaptive law

are integrated into the ISMC which increases the robustness
property to against the lumped disturbances, and faults. The
proposed FTC exhibits high precision tracking control as well
as system stability under both healthy and faulty conditions.
The main contributions of this article can be provided as
follows:

1) To the best of the author’s knowledge, the FDTDE term
is firstly proposed for the practical EHA.

2) The proposed FTC scheme is designed by the incorpo-
ration of the FDTDE, AISMC, and FBL controller to not only
obtain strong robustness but also ensure both performance
and safety under uncertainties/disturbances as well as faults.

3) The effectiveness of the proposed control approach is
demonstrated in comparisons of both theoretical and experi-
mental aspects in presence of the matched, mismatched dis-
turbances, and internal leakage fault simultaneously.

This research paper is organized as the following: In
section II, the system description of the EHA is presented.
Section III shows the fault detection (FD) method and devel-
ops a novel active FTC. Sections IV and V discuss the simu-
lation analyses and experiment results, respectively. Finally,
the conclusions are summarized in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS
A. NONLINEAR EHA MODEL WITH FAULT AND PROBLEM
FORMULATION
The simplified schematic diagram of the EHA is described
in Fig. 1. The system consists of a hydraulic pump, a servo
valve, a double-rod cylinder, and measurement components,
i.e., a displacement transducer and two pressure sensors.

FIGURE 1. Schematic model of a double-rod EHA.

By applying the continuity equation, the flow rate dynam-
ics through the cylinder is expressed by [1], [36]

QL = Aẏ+
Vc
4βe

ṖL + qL − QLi (1)
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where A, Vc, and qL are a ram area, a fixed control volume
of the cylinder, and the internal leakage, respectively. βe is
the Bulk modulus. QLi is the time-varying deviation model
including unmodeled pressure dynamics, modeling error, etc.

Assumed that the control supplied to the servo valve is
directly proportional to the spool displacement. Hence, QL
is load flow rate which is described with respect to control
signal by

QL = ktu
√
Ps − sign (u)PL (2)

wherePs is the supply pressure, kt is a proportional gain of the
servo-valve, PL = P1 – P2 denotes the difference of pressure,
Pi is the pressure value of ith chamber (i = 1, 2), u is the
control signal supplied by the controller, and sign(•) is the
standard signum function.

The reason for selecting the internal leakage fault is
explained by its serious failures as well as the frequent occur-
rence in the practical EHA system. Since the internal leakage
fault happens, it can be represented as [37], [21]

qL = C0PL + Ct
√
|PL |sign (PL) (3)

where C0 is the nominal coefficient of the internal leakage
of the double cylinder; Ct is the internal leakage fault coef-
ficient. It is noteworthy that the leakage fault coefficient Ct
has a value range analysis from the slight to the abrupt fault.
In this article, to reflect the effect of fault, the slow-varying
faulty coefficient is indicated as the following.

Ct =

{
0 if t < Tm
(1− e−α(t−Tm))Ct0 otherwise

(4)

where Tm is the time of appearance of the fault, α > 0
describes the evolution rate of the unknown fault. For the
small value of α, the fault feature is increasing slowly,
namely, an incipient fault. Otherwise, the leakage fault coef-
ficient Ct approaches a step function in case of a large value
of α and is called an abrupt fault.

Let us consider the mechanical dynamics given by New-
ton’s second law as follows:

mÿ = PLA− Bẏ+3(t, y, ẏ) (5)

where y, m, and B represent the displacement, mass of the
load, and viscous damping coefficient, respectively;3(•) is a
lumped disturbance/uncertainty term including external load,
nonlinear friction.

Choosing x = [x1, x2, x3]T [y, ẏ,PL]T as the state vari-
ables. From (1)–(5), the EHA system can be described by the
following third-order nonlinear state-space model:

ẋ1 = x2
ẋ2 = gax3 − gbx2 + d1 (x1, x2, t)
ẋ3 = −hbx3 − hcx2 + ha√
Ps − x3sign (u)u+1(x1, x2, x3, t)

(6)

where

ga =
A
m
, gb =

B
m
, d1 (x1, x2, t) =

3(x1, x2, t)
m

,

ha =
4βekt
Vc

, hb =
4βeC0

Vc
, hc =

4βeA
Vc

.

1(x1, x2, x3, t) = d2(x1, x2, x3, t) + fa(x3, t) denotes the
lumped uncertainty term that consists of the matched distur-
bances term d2 and internal leakage fault, which are consid-
ered by the equations below

d2 (x1, x2, x3, t) = hdQLi,

fa (x3, t) = −hdCt
√
|x3|sign (x3) (7)

where hd =
4βe
Vc
=

ha
kt

Assumption 1:
a) The reference signal yd = x1d (t), its velocity, and

acceleration are bounded.
b) The condition P1, P2, and |PL | sufficiently smaller than

Ps is satisfied under a normal working condition in a real
EHA system.

c) The d1, ḋ1, d2, fa, exist and are bounded, i.e., |d1| ≤
D1,

∣∣ḋ1∣∣ ≤ D2, |d2| ≤ δ1, |fa| ≤ δ2 where D1, D2, δ1, δ2 are
positive constant.

B. MATCHED, MISMATCHED DISTURBANCE, AND
INTERNAL LEAKAGE FAULT
In the EHA system, there aremismatched andmatched distur-
bances as well as faults from several sources that influence the
tracking performance of the closed-loop system. Thematched
and mismatched disturbance can be distinguished via its
appearance with respect to the control input u. If one above
listed component is in a similar channel with u, it is consid-
ered as matched disturbance, and vice versa [4], [38], [39].

In (6), the component of d2 is the matched disturbance
that arises from leakages in the hydraulic dynamics, non-
linear uncertainties (i.e., parametric uncertainty and model
uncertainty). Meanwhile, for mismatched disturbance, these
components including viscous friction, Coulomb friction,
unknown external load are lumped in d1. In the real EHA
system, the exact mathematical model of the mismatched
disturbances is not easy to obtain. So, for the sake of conve-
nience, without loss of generality, it is hypothetical and can
be denoted according to the following expression [34], [40]:

d1 =
3

m
= −kf x2 − fcsign(x2)− Fext ; (8)

where kf , fc, and Fext represent the ratio of viscous, Coulomb
friction coefficient, and external load to mass, respectively.

The fault occurs in a practical system that can be catego-
rized as three main groups: sensor fault, actuator fault, and
component fault [19]. In the hydraulic system, the internal
leakage fault is a relatively common malfunction that not
only decreases the performance of the system but also causes
serious damage. This fault often comes from a piston seal
or internal flow loss [41]. The mathematical model of the
internal leakage fault is described in (7). So, to overcome
the effect of the above problem, it is necessary to design the
advantage control that can guarantee good tracking control as
well as retain the stability system.
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Remark 1: The parameters ga, gb, ha, hb, and hc are deter-
mined through the identification process, kt is computed from
the servo valve’s datasheet. Then, the physical parameters
of the EHA system such as A, B, m, βe, C0, and Vc can
be carried out. The reader-interest can find the details of
several identification algorithms for the system parameters
in [42]–[44].
Remark 2: Because of the impossible of derivative of

sign function, without loss of generality, the discontinu-
ous term sign is replaced by a hyperbolic tangent func-
tion, namely, tanh. Besides, this hypothesis is to make the
non-differentiable sign becoming continuously differentiable
through tanh function and to support the control system
design process [32], [34].
Remark 3: The control objective is to design a controller

u that drives the output y of the EHA to track the reference
trajectory yd , despite the external disturbance, model uncer-
tainty, and actuator fault. Motivated by the FDTDE and FBL,
the novel FTC is developed such that the control objective for
the nonlinear system (6) has been obtained.

FIGURE 2. Structure of the proposed control scheme.

III. PROPOSED CONTROL DESIGN FOR EHA
The overall structure of the proposed FTC is shown in Fig. 2,
which comprises three main steps. Firstly, the coordinate
transformation using the Lie derivative is investigated in

which the disturbance, uncertainty as well as fault are con-
sidered. Inspired by this transformation, the nonlinear char-
acteristic of the system is eliminated. It is primary to apply the
control design tools in linear control theory for the nonlinear
object. Then, the TDE technique is developed to not only
estimate matched and mismatched disturbance but also detect
the fault. Finally, the tracking control law is achieved by the
combination of a pole placement technique, adaptive integral
slidingmode, and FDTDE. Although the simultaneously con-
cerned faults, matched and mismatched disturbance emerge
in the EHA system, the proposed control scheme provides the
system stability as well as a low steady-state error, and high
precise control.

A. COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION AND SYSTEM
MODEL TRANSFORMATION
As above-mentioned, based on the differential geometry the-
ory, a design procedure of coordinate transform is derived.
For further convenience in designing the FBL, the nonlinear
system (6) is rewritten as follows:

ẋ = φ (x)+ ϕ (x) u+ d (x, t)

y = ξ (x) (9)

where x ∈ Rm, u ∈ Rm, y ∈ Rm are state, con-
trol, and output vectors, respectively. φ = [x2, gax3 −
gbx2,−hbx3−hcx2]T , ϕ = [0, 0, ha

√
Ps − x3sign (u)]T , and

ξ (x) are smooth functions. The lump disturbance is given by
d = [0, d1,1]T . The Lie derivatives of the output ξ along
the vector field φ(x) is denoted Lφξ (x). It can be calculated
by using symbolic computation software or manual compu-
tation, and expressed by

Lφξ (x) =
∂ξ (x)
∂x

φ (x) (10)

This notation can be used iteratively, that is

Lkφξ (x) = LφL
k−1
φ ξ (x) =

∂Lk−1φ ξ (x)

∂x
φ (x) (11)

where k ≥ 0 is an integer with L0φξ (x) = ξ (x)
Definition 1: The system (9) has a relative degree ρ if the

following conditions are satisfied [45]:

LϕLkφξ (x) = 0, for k = 0, . . . , ρ − 2

LϕL
ρ−1
φ ξ (x) 6= 0 (12)

With the definition of relative degree ρ, the system can be
considered as full state feedback linearizable, if the system
has a well-defined relative degree ρ which equals the system
order. The change of coordinate is described by

ψi = ξ
(i−1), i = 1, ρ (13)

Then, the exact input-output FBL is obtained, and the ρth

derivation of output y can be expressed as [45]:

y(ρ) = v = Lρφ ξ + LϕL
ρ−1
φ ξu (14)
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By applying the FBL technique for the EHA system,
the relative degree is firstly determined, ρ = 3 according to
Appendix A. Then, the original nonlinear system (9) taking
into account the perturbation model can be changed into an
integral chain pseudo linear system model with composite
disturbance as follows:

ψ =

ψ1
ψ2
ψ3

 =
yẏ
ÿ

 =
 ξ

Lφξ + Ldξ
L2φξ + LdLφξ +

d
dt (Ldξ)

 (15)

Then, the derivative of (15) is described by

ψ̇ =

ψ̇1
ψ̇2
ψ̇3

 =
 ẏÿ...
y

 =
 ẏ

ÿ
v+ δ

 (16)

where v = L3φξ + LϕL2φξu, δ = LdL2φξ +
d
dt

(
LdLφξ

)
+

d2

dt2
(Ldξ) . Herein, v and δ denote a new input variable and

a new lumped disturbance, respectively.
To simplify the notations, (16) can be rewritten by

ψ̇ = Aψ + Bv+� (17)

where A =

0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0

 ,B =
00
1

 , � =
00
δ

 .
Remark 4: The coordinate transformation converts the

original system (6) to the equivalent linear system (17) in
which themismatched disturbance, matched disturbance (i.e.,
external load, parametric uncertainty), and fault are integrated
into the new lumped disturbance. The benefit of this tech-
nique makes the initial complex system becoming simple and
easy to implement control design procedures.
Remark 5: It is noted that the variable ψ is derived from

the output signal y. Herein, the only available position sensor
based on the displacement transducer information, y = x1 can
be measured. Nevertheless, in the control design procedure,
other states such as the velocity and acceleration need to
know. To obtain the information of the velocity and acceler-
ation, a second-order exact differentiation (SOED) [46], [47]
is employed as follows:

χ̇0 = w0

w0 = −a1 |χ0 − x1|2/3 sign (χ0 − x1)+ χ1
χ̇1 = w1

w1 = −a2 |χ1 − w0|
2/3 sign (χ1 − w0)+ χ2

χ̇2 = −a3sign (χ2 − w1) (18)

where a1, a2, and a3 are chosen as suitable positive
parameters.

Then, the estimation of velocity and acceleration can be
reached as

χ1 = ẏ, χ2 = ÿ. (19)

B. FAULT DETECTION AND IDENTIFICATION USING TIME
DELAY ESTIMATION
After obtaining the new linear model, in order to effec-
tively reduce the effect of disturbance/uncertainty as well
as faults, the time delay estimation is proposed to estimate
the new lumped disturbance. Then, robust FTC considering
the FDTDE result can be investigated to compensate for the
influence of the lumped disturbance and faults in the EHA
system.

From (17), at time t , the new lumped disturbance is given
by the following.

�(t) = ψ̇ (t)− Aψ (t)− Bv (t) (20)

Hence, the TDE technique is used to determine �(t)
through �(t − td ) that can be expressed as

�̂ = �(t − td ) = ψ̇ (t − td )− Aψ (t − td )− Bv (t − td )

(21)

where td is the estimation time-delay. Mostly, td is the sam-
pling time interval and �̂ = [0 0 δ̂]T is the estimated value
of �.

The equation (21) indicates that the lumped disturbance
can be formulated from the known dynamics of the linearized
system and control input.

Following Appendix A, the new lumped uncertainty
includes lumped disturbance fd (d1, d2) (i.e., matched dis-
turbance and mismatched disturbance) and fault ϕf (fa). The
estimated new lumped uncertainty can be re-expressed as

�̂ = f̂d + ϕ̂f = fd (t − td )+ ϕf (t − td ) (22)

To realize the detection system fault process, a threshold µ
is determined through conducting experiments under healthy
and faulty conditions. In the case of the absence of the internal
leakage fault, following (4), ϕf (fa) = 0 when t < Tm. Then,
according to (22), one obtains

� = fd (t) ≤ µ (23)

Inspired by the FDTDE, relying on the predefined thresh-
old value, the fault is detected immediately when �̂ > µ.
In practice, to determine the threshold, the control system
without fault is firstly tested to evaluate the limitations as
well as the influence of the matched and mismatched terms
fd (d1, d2). Then, the threshold is selected bigger than the
upper bound of fd (d1, d2). It is concluded that the FD system
guarantees sensitive to the leakage fault, however, it also
suppresses the impact of lumped uncertainty of the system.

C. CONTROL LAW DESIGN
In this sub-section, the combining of the FBL, TDE, and
AISMC is investigated to not only enhance the tracking con-
trol accuracy but also achieve system stability in the presence
of disturbances/uncertainties and actuator faults. Input-output
feedback linearization is developed to alleviate the nonlin-
earity of the system. Then, the ISMC is applied to reduce
steady-state error and pursue the finite-time stability for the
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EHA. The robustness of the controller is enhanced to against
the appearance of fault and the TDE error with the assist
of the adaption gain parameter. Moreover, the new lumped
disturbance is approximated by the FDTDE technique. It is
efficiently compensated through the proposed control algo-
rithm and helpfully improves the tracking performance. The
stability of the whole system is verified using the Lyapunov
method.

The tracking errors of the linearized system are defined as

eψi = ψid − ψi, i = 1, 3 (24)

where ψd = [ψ1d ψ2d ψ3d ]T = [yd ẏd ÿd ]T is the desired
trajectory.

The error dynamics are formulated as follows:

ėψ1 = eψ2

ėψ2 = eψ3

ėψ3 = ψ̇3d − (v+ δ) (25)

The sliding mode control law is established to secure that
the tracking error in (25) converges to zero. The sliding
manifold is designed as

s = k0

∫ t

0
eψ1dτ+k1eψ1 + k2eψ2 + eψ3 (26)

where k0, k1, and k2 are positive constant; the integral com-
ponent is supplemented to degrade the steady-state error, and
these control gains are selected, in such a way, that the ideal
conditions s = 0, and ṡ = 0 are satisfied.
To receive a good dynamic process, the gain parameters

can be figured out by following the pole placement method.

ps = (p+$)3 = p3 + 3$p2 + 3$ 2p+$ 3 (27)

where p is Laplace operator,$ is a positive constant.
Hence, the poles are p1, p2, p3 that lie in the left-half plane.

So, (27) is a Hurwitz polynomial. The gain parameters are
computed as follows:

k0 = $ 3, k1 = 3$ 2, k2 = 3$ (28)

The derivative of s can be represented as

ṡ = k0eψ1 + k1ėψ1 + k2ėψ2 + k3ėψ3

= k0eψ1 + k1eψ2 + k2eψ3 + ψ̇3d − (v+ δ) (29)

To stabilize the system (17), with the estimated lumped
uncertainty and fault in (22), the auxiliary control law is
designed as follows:

v∗ = vcom + vrob + vz︸ ︷︷ ︸
v0

+vtde (30)

where vcom is a dynamics compensation term, vrob is a robust
term that is used to alleviate the estimation error, vz helps the
sliding surface from an arbitrary place back to the vicinity of
zero, and vtde is a lumped compensation term that is obtained
by using TDE. These designs are given as follows:

vcom = ψ̇3d + k0eψ1 + k1eψ2 + k2eψ3;

vtde = −δ̂; vz = kss; vrob = ηsign (s) .
(31)

where ks, η are positive constants, and ψ̇3d = yd .
Denotes δ̃ = δ− δ̂ that is the estimation error of the lumped

disturbance term.
Assumption 2: The boundedness of the time-delay estima-

tion error δ̃ is defined byD. This hypothesis has been verified
in [13], [48] with a sufficiently small time delay td .
The robust gain η is investigated to cope with the occur-

rence of fault and the TDE error. To promote the robustness
feature of the controller, the adaptive gain algorithm is devel-
oped. Hence, the robust component can be modified by

vrob = η̂sign (s) (32)

where η̂ is the adapt value of the gain η
The effective gain adaption is given by

˙̂η = 0−1 |s| (33)

where 0 is a positive adaption parameter.
According to Appendix A, LϕL2φξ 6= 0, the relative degree

equals 3 and the feedback control law is constructed as
follows:

u =
1

LϕL2φξ

(
v∗ − L3φξ

)
(34)

Theorem 1:Considering the system (6) satisfying Assump-
tion 1, with the TDE in (21), if the control input signal is
proposed as (34) together with the auxiliary control law (30),
the adaptive law (33) that does not only guarantee the sta-
bility of the whole system but also retain acceptable tracking
control in the event of faulty conditions, matched and mis-
matched disturbance.
Proof:
Let consider the candidate Lyapunov function

V =
1
2
s2 +

1
2
0
(
η̂ − D

)2 (35)

Taking the time derivative of V with noting (31), (33), one
obtains

V̇ = sṡ+ 0
(
η̂ − D

)
˙̂η

= s
(
k0eψ1 + k1eψ2 + k2eψ3 + ψ̇3d − (v+ δ)

)
+0

(
η̂ − D

)
˙̂η

= s
(
−kss− η̂sign (s)− δ̃

)
+ 0

(
η̂ − D

)
˙̂η

= −kss2 −
(
η̂ − D

) (
|s| − 0 ˙̂η

)
− |s|

(
δ̃sign (s)+ D

)
≤ −kss2 (36)

Then, the derivative of Lyapunov function V̇ is negative
semidefinite which shows that s will converge to zero in a
certain time, and eψi → 0 as t → ∞. Thus, it can be
concluded that the stabilization of the closed-loop system can
be achieved according to Lyapunov criteria [49]. Theorem 1 is
proved.
Remark 6: To eliminate the chattering phenomenon,

the saturation function sat(·) is utilized to replace the sign(·)
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function in (32) as [13]

sat
( s
ε

)
=

{
sign (s) if |s| ≥ ε
s
ε

otherwise
(37)

where ε is a small and positive coefficient.
Remark 7: To avoid the continuous increase of the adaptive

gain in (33), some tips, e.g., dead-zone technique is developed
to ensure the feasibility in practice as follows [50]:

˙̂η =

{
0−1 |s| if |s| > εd

0 otherwise
(38)

where εd is a small positive scalar.
Remark 8: From the developed control law, the guidelines

to select the parameters are given as follows:
1) For fault detection, the threshold µ is carefully selected

which is the boundness of the matched and mismatched terms
fd (d1, d2).

2) For control module, a pole placement technique is used
to select the desired pole $ . Next, the gain parameters k0,
k1, k2 of the sliding manifold are determined via (28). Then,
the gain ks is tuned to approach the switching manifolds
faster. Lastly, the parameter adaption rate0 is increased grad-
ually to guarantee the convergence of the adaptive parame-
ter. In addition, the effects on the system behavior will be
evaluated by trial and error through simulation analysis and
experimental tests.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. SIMULATION SETUP
In this part, the effectiveness of the proposed controller
is demonstrated through numerical simulation and exper-
iments using MATLAB Simulink software. The sampling
time is set as 0.005s and the simulation time is chosen as
T = 30s. The parameters of the EHA system via the iden-
tification process and the assumed parameters of matched,
mismatched disturbance are provided in Table 1. For the
purpose of comparison, the desired input signal is selected as
qd = 20sin(0.2π t − π/2)(mm).

To evaluate the improved performance of the suggested
FTC, i.e., adaptive integral sliding mode feedback lineariza-
tion controller using FDTDE, a PID controller, and a back-
stepping controller with TDE (BCTDE), in turn, have been
derived for the EHA as a comparison. The design of relevant
controllers is presented in Appendix B. The following control
gain of the controllers are tuned via the trial error method
or based on the trade-off between the convergence speed and
oscillatory and shown as: BCTDE kb1 = 15, kb2 = 100, kb3 =
20; proposed controller $ = 40, ks = 5.5, 0 = 80. The
selection of threshold value is set as µ = 150 in simulation.
In the different control scheme, PID controller is tuned by
Ziegler-Nichols method with Kp = 120, Ki = 20, Kd =
0.001.

For the sake measurement of the quality of each control
algorithm, the root mean square (RMS) error (index 1) or

TABLE 1. Parameters of EHA system.

control effort (index 2) is computed as follows:

RMS =

√√√√ 1
N

n∑
i=1

z2i (39)

where i and n are the current and total of sample number,
respectively; zi is the interested index for the current sample.
The index 1 (mm) shows the tracking accuracy whilst the
index 2 (V ) evaluates the control effort.
In order to show the superior properties of the proposed

control in case of the appearance of fault, two working sce-
narios are considered as

1. Both matched and mismatched disturbances, and with-
out fault.

2. Simultaneous abrupt internal leakage fault, matched and
mismatched disturbances.

B. SIMULATION RESULT
The effectiveness of the FDTDE is firstly validated for detec-
tion and identification of the internal leakage fault in the
simulation. As the above-mentioned analysis, the matched,
mismatched, and fault is integrated into the new lumped
uncertainty through the coordinate transformation. Then,
the FDTDE is applied to exactly estimate it. The estimation
results in the absence of fault are displayed in Fig. 3a. From
Fig. 3a, we can see that the FDTDE brings a high accuracy
estimation. And the selection threshold preserves the bound-
ness of the new lumped uncertainty under healthy condi-
tions. A fault is subsequently generated with internal leakage
coefficient Ct0 = 2.5 × 10−8m4/(N 1/2s). When the fault
happens at the time t = 6s, the estimated lumped uncertainty
overshoots the predetermined threshold. The response of the
residual in the occurrence of the fault is depicted in Fig. 3b.
From this figure, in the presence of the fault, it is clear that the
fault has been successfully detected and accurately estimated
thanks to the FDTDE.

1) SCENARIO 1
In this working scenario, the system operates in healthy con-
dition, the fault does not occur. Meanwhile, there exists the
matched and mismatched disturbance, the FDTDE is used to
approximate the uncertainty component. We investigate the
performance comparison of the proposed FTC with the PID
and BCTDE. The comparisons of three controllers including
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FIGURE 3. Lumped disturbance estimation in simulation: a) without fault,
b) abrupt fault.

FIGURE 4. Performances of three controllers in simulation, scenario 1.

the tracking position, the error state, and the control input
are shown in Fig. 4. As can be seen in Fig. 4, due to the
assist of the TDE, the lumped uncertainty is compensated.
Except for PID, the relevant methods have no significant
differences, the response is still ensured with small errors.
It is observed that the performance of the PID controller
was worse in presence of the lumped uncertainty due to the
lack of uncertainty compensation. The BCTDE has a larger
tracking error than the proposed controller because of non-
possession a robustness term to tackle the certain estima-
tion error of the TDE. Furthermore, from the performance
indices in Table 2, the PID, BCTDE, and proposed controllers
lead to the RMS errors of 0.6031, 0.041, and 0.0229 mm,
respectively. Whilst the three controllers consume the RMS

FIGURE 5. Performances of three controllers in simulation, scenario 2.

TABLE 2. Performance indices of three controllers in simulation.

control efforts of 1.4671, 1.4464, and 1.3527 V , respectively.
Evidently, the suggested controller complementing the adap-
tive gain and integral term yields the best performance with
minimum tracking error and the requirement of the lowest
control effort.

2) SCENARIO 2
In order to verify the robustness of the proposed controller,
the abrupt internal leakage fault is augmented as a partial
loss of effectiveness. It is noteworthy that the fault changes
from slight to abrupt depending on the evolution rate and the
internal leakage coefficient [37], however, the abrupt fault
is only presented in this article. So, the internal leakage
coefficient is chosen as Ct0 = 2.5 × 10−8m4/(N 1/2s) to
indicate the influence of the internal leakage fault and the time
of the occurrence fault is 6s. The transient responses of the
output position, the error state, and the control input, in turn,
are illustrated in Fig. 5. It can be seen that the control effort
of relevant controllers is significantly changed to against
both disturbance and the fault at the time 6s. On the other
hand, the comprise of adaptive gain and TDE upgrades the
effectiveness of the suggested methodology which is visibly
evident from the error state plot. Hence, we can see that the
proposed FTC provided better performance than the BCTDE
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FIGURE 6. The experimental bench of EHS (1–a double rod cylinder,
2–pressure sensor, 3–wire sensor, 4–control box, 5–servo valve,
6–hydraulic power, 7–valve flow to generate leakage fault).

and PID despite the addition of internal leakage fault. The
RMS error and the effort of signal control of three controllers
in the simulation are shown in Table 2 that again confirmed
the effectiveness of the proposed FTC.

V. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
The experiment setup is depicted in Fig. 6. The EHA system
includes a double-rod cylinder which is controlled by a servo
valve, a hydraulic power unit, measurement system (two
pressure sensors and displacement transducer). Besides, a NI
PCI-6014 with a computer system was set up. The setting
parameters for the real EHA system are shown in Table 3.

TABLE 3. Setting parameters of the real EHA system.

The artificial internal leakage fault is generated through
a manual flow control valve that connects two chambers
of the hydraulic cylinder. The threat level of the fault
depends on the range adjustment of the flow control valve.
Considering the mechanical limitation of the length of
the cylinder stroke, the reference trajectory is chosen as
qd = 20sin(0.6π t − π/2)(mm). In the experiment, all the
parameters of the EHA system, as well as the control gains,
are set similar to the corresponding values in simulation.

FIGURE 7. Lumped disturbance estimation in experiment: a) without
fault, b) abrupt fault.

FIGURE 8. Performances of three controllers in experiment, scenario 1.

The sequent implementing experimental is the same as in
simulation. The experiment results are shown in Figs. 7 – 11.
First of all, the effectiveness of the FDTDE is confirmed
and the threshold value is again determined for suitable in
practice, µ = 2 × 103 in Fig. 7a. When the flow con-
trol valve is adjusted to create the internal leakage fault at
the time t = 12s, the lumped estimation including matched,
mismatched disturbance, and fault, is larger than the thresh-
old. The fault is successfully detected in Fig. 7b. Next, two
experiment scenarios are exploited corresponding to with and
without the appearance of fault.

A. SCENARIO 1
This working scenario considers the situation that there are
matched and mismatched disturbance from the EHA system
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FIGURE 9. Estimated velocity and acceleration of SEOD in experiment.

TABLE 4. Performance indices of three controllers in experiment.

whilst a fault doesn’t appear. The corresponding experimental
results of scenario 1 are depicted in Figs. 8. It is obvious that
the traditional PID controller presents large errors in presence
of lumped uncertainties. Although the lumped uncertainties
are compensated by the TDE, the BCTDE is still poorer
than the suggested controller because of not belonging any
measure to treat the undesired estimation error as well as the
deviation in the parameter identification method for the EHA
system. In contrast, the proposed controller provides a signif-
icant improvement of the performance due to the robustness
properties of the adaptive law as well as the ISMC technique
to alleviate the estimation error. The performance indices
of the comparative controllers are calculated from t = 10s
and described in Table 4. It can be seen that the tracking
accuracy of the proposed controller has been improved by
57% and 54% over PID and BCTDE methods, respectively.
The result of data analysis proves the superior properties of
the proposed control compared to the remaining controllers.
Fig. 9 illustrates the velocity and acceleration estimation
via the constructed SEOD. As shown, the information via
the SOED can be given by differential and filtering, which
facilitates for the control design procedure of the proposed
controller.

B. SCENARIO 2
In the experiment of scenario 2, the robustness of the sug-
gested method is validated under the matched, mismatched

FIGURE 10. Performances of three controllers in experiment, scenario 2.

FIGURE 11. Adaptive gain in experiment.

and internal leakage fault. The abrupt fault is generated by
the manual flow control valve. Because of the serious damage
and safety problem in the appearance of the fault, the fault
experiment is implemented from 12s to 33s. The experiment
results are shown in Fig. 10. As seen in this figure, the control
performance of the PID and BCTDE became much worse in
the heavy fault condition. The control effort and the error state
significantly increase at the time t = 12s. These results are
explained by the insufficient compensation of relevant con-
trollers against the abrupt fault. Meanwhile, due to the robust
FTC scheme, a great improvement was achieved by taking the
advantage of the integration of TDE into the integral sliding
mode, FBL technique, and adaptable property. The efficiency
of comparative controllers is evaluated through RMS error
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in Table 4. The RMS tracking errors of PID, BCTDE, sug-
gested controller, in turn, are obtained as 1.791, 0.977 and
0.3597 mm. In addition, RMS control efforts are calculated
as 1.7329, 1.6639, and 1.6020 V , respectively. It reveals that
the outstanding efficiency of the proposed control algorithm
once again is confirmed in case of the occurrence of faults.

Furthermore, the responses of the adaptive gains for two
working scenarios are illustrated in Fig. 11. It can be observed
from Fig. 11 that this parameter is adapted to suppress the
effects on the appearance of fault and TDE error. Since the
fault occurs at time t = 12s, the adaption gain, ie, η̂ will be
significantly regulated to approximate the value η, and then,
to further enhance the tracking performance.

Therefore, the simulation and experiment results indicate
that the suggested fault-tolerant controller can be applied for
EHA and exhibits the best performance despite the matched,
mismatched disturbances, and internal leakage fault.

VI. CONCLUSION
On the premise of the synthesis of adaptive integral slid-
ing mode, feedback linearization technique, and time delay
estimation, the proposed FTC scheme has been investi-
gated in this article. Firstly, the descriptor of the EHA sys-
tem in presence of matched, mismatched disturbance, and
internal leakage fault is established. Then, we linearize the
nonlinear EHA system by using the coordinate transforma-
tion. Next, the new lumped disturbance including distur-
bance/uncertainty, and the concerned fault is estimated by the
assist of the TDE. Moreover, the TDE-based fault detection
is developed. Lastly, the incorporation of adaptive integral
sliding mode-based feedback linearization technology and
TDE is proposed to guarantee the high precision tracking
control and maintain the stability system in spite of distur-
bances as well as faults. The Lyapunov approach is used to
verify the stability of the closed-loop system. The simulation
analyses and experiment results have been demonstrated the
efficiency of the suggested methodology. In future work,
the development of the proposed FTC will be studied to deal
with the simultaneous faults, i.e., sensor fault, actuator fault
and achieve the asymptotic tracking performance.

APPENDIX A
In this appendix, the vector relative degree of the system (9)
is computed through the differentiation of the output y until
the condition LϕL

ρ−1
φ ξ 6= 0 is satisfied.

Lϕξ = 0; Ldξ = 0; Lφξ = x2;LϕLφξ = 0;

LdLφξ = −(kf x2 + fctanh(x2)+ Fext ); L2φ
ξ = gax3 − gbx2;

LϕL2φξ = gaha
√
Ps − x3tanh(u) 6= 0;

LdL2φξ = gahd (QLi − Ct
√
|x3|tanh(x3))

+gb(kf x2 + fctanh(x2)+ Fext )

= −gbd1 + ga(d2 + fa);

d2

dt2
(Ldξ) =

d
dt
(Ldξ) = 0;

L3φξ = −gb(gax3 − gbx2)− ga(hbx3 + hcx2);
d
dt

(
LdLφξ

)
= ḋ1 = (fctanh(x2)2 − kf − fc)(gax3 − gbx2)

+(kf + fc − fctanh(x2)2)

× (kf x2 + fctanh(x2)+ Fext ) ;

δ = LdL2φξ +
d
dt

(
LdLφξ

)
+

d2

dt2
(Ldξ)

= ḋ1 − gbd1 + gad2︸ ︷︷ ︸
fd (d1,d2)

+ gafa︸︷︷︸
ϕf (fa)

Because LϕL2φξ 6= 0, the relative degree ρ of (9) is 3,
and equals to the system dimension. So, the whole nonlinear
system dynamics are fully linearized.

APPENDIX B
This appendix presents the detailed design of comparative
controllers.

1) The traditional PID controller law was designed as

u = Kpeψ1 + Kd ėψ1 + Ki

∫ t

0
eψ1 (t) dt (40)

where Kp, Kd , and Ki are the proportional gain, the derivative
gain, and the integral gain, respectively.

2) In [51], [52] A TDE-based control using backstepping
technique (BCTDE) was proposed. The TDE is given as:

d̂ = d (t − td ) = ẋ (t − td )− φ (t − td )+ ϕ (t − td ) u (41)

where d̂ =
[
0 d̂1 d̂2

]T
is the estimation value of d .

The backstepping controller was presented as follows:
Denote ei = xi − xid ; i = 1, 3 as the errors between

the measurement values and the virtual signals. Herein,
to achieve the desired tracking performance, the virtual and
final control law of BC can be designed as

x2d = ẋ1d − kb1e1; ė1 = x2 − ẋ1d ; ẋ2d = ẍ1d − kb1ė1;

x3d =
1
ga

(
ẋ2d − gbx2 − d̂1 − kb2e2 − e1

)
;

u =
1

ha
√
Ps − x3sign (u)

× (ẋ3d + hbx2 − d̂2 − kb3e3 − e2); (42)

where kb1, kb2, and kb3 are positive gain parameters.
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